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Abstract— Speed control of permanent magnet synchronous 

motor (PMSM) by state feedback controller is proposed in 

this paper. This state feedback control system uses model 

predictive approach (MPAC) to constraints introduction in 

the control system. The posteriori constraints introduction in 

developed linear control system gives simple solution. This 

approach based on adding constraints to maintain state and 

control variables in specified ranges.  This MPAC algorithm 

is relatively low computations compared to model predictive 

control (MPC). Based on voltage equation model of 

machine, the control signals and future state variables are 

calculated and this algorithm consists of zero d-axis current 

methodology. The state feedback control strategy results 

low dynamical performance, in order to increase the 

dynamical performance a new control strategy fuzzy PI 

control is used. By using this fuzzy PI controller with 

permanent magnet synchronous motor (PMSM), the steady 

state error of actual speed of system with respect to step 

changes of reference signal is reduced compared to state 

feedback controller. Simulation results of both control 

strategies are compared in MATLAB/SIMULINK 

environment. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Now-a-days adjustable speed electric motor drives are used 

to save electrical energy and increase the productivity in 

variable output work process of all new and well established 

industries such as automobiles, robotics, and electric 

actuators and pump compressors [1]. In adjustable speed 

drives, variable speed drive with permanent magnet 

synchronous motor plays a vital role in many applications.  

It is used in servo dynamic applications such as machine 

tools and robotics [2] because of its compact structure and 

improved dynamical performance characteristics. In recent 

years variable speed drives with PMSM used in automotives 

due to its high efficiency and good power density. 

Not only used in those but also used in hybrid 

vehicles (HEV) or an electric drive in heating, air 

conditioning(HVAC) or electric power steering[3]. Now a 

day’s speed control of permanent magnet synchronous 

motor controlled by many control strategies based on neural 

networks, fuzzy logic, PI with cascade control structures [4]. 

These controllers having many inner loops and outer loops 

so the system robustness of the controller reduced, in order 

to increase robustness of system, cascade control structures 

employed. But these having few disadvantages, i.e. ringing, 

large over shoots.  

In order to overcome these disadvantages modest 

well developed control strategies are illustrated. In this 

paper proposed new control strategy is, constrained state 

feedback speed control. This control strategy having 

advantages like guaranteed robustness and nonlinear 

tolerance [5]. The required control strategy achieved by 

model predictive control approach (MPAC algorithm). For 

speed control of PMSM drive, voltage saturation and current 

limitation constraints are taken into account in obtained 

solution. In this paper proposed system consists of speed 

control of PMSM by state feedback controller (SFC) with 

model predictive approach (constraints introduction in 

control system). Constrained state feedback control leads 

good dynamical performance compare to non constrained 

SFC. For speed control of PMSM the control strategy of 

SFC depend on linear quadratic optimization (LQR) method 

[6]. In the designing process foremost work is state space 

model of system (linear model of PMSM with VSI) was 

designed. This state space model of machine is updated at 

every sampling period and employed to predict the future 

current and flux values. These values are used to calculate 

the boundary values of control signals. There are so many 

advantages in the proposed method SFC with MPAC than 

MPC, especially in computational complexity. The overall 

system performance was increased by time delay 

compensation. 

II. MPAC 

Good knowledge about mathematical model of drive, then 

the model predictive approach (MPAC) can be preferred for 

required control system. The control strategy is based on the 

following two-step design process: (a) design the linear 

controller ignoring state and control variables limitations 

and (b) add constraints to maintain state and control 

variables in specified ranges. The obtained solution based on 

MPAC algorithm is to introduce constraints a posteriori into 

developed control system. The choice is driven by relatively 

low computational effort with comparison to MPC [6]. 

Model predictive approach will be used to proper 

limitation of state variables that are important for control 

process. In a case of speed control of PMSM, it is important 

to impose constraints on motor currents in order to keep 

electromagnetic torque produced by PMSM [11] in an 

acceptable range. If zero d-axis current control strategy is 

employed, only one state variable (i.e. q-axis current) should 

be limited. In order to impose constraint on q-axis current, 

q-axis control voltage should be limited. 
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Fig. 1: flow chart of proposed control algorithm with MPAC 

After finding a state space model of machine (machine 

voltage equation model), measure the state variables and 

compute control law. It is updated at every sampling instant 

and used to calculate the boundary values of control signals 

which provide permissible values of future state variables. 

III. STATE FEEDBACK CONTROLLER 

All practical control systems are subject to operational 

constraints such as restricted dimensions and limited control 

capacity. Many situations these constraints are purposely 

imposed and are intended to reduce energy consumption, in 

order to minimize the utilization of resource, or to merely 

reduce the size of a certain device constrained control used. 

In this paper constrained state feedback control was 

proposed for speed control of PMSM. 

State feedback controller designed based on LQR 

design method; in the designing process firstly the state 

space model of a desired system was determined. 

A state-space representation of non-linear 

mathematical model in the rotating dq reference frame is, 
𝑑𝑿(𝑡)

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑨(𝑤𝑚)x(t)+Bu(t)+Ed(t)          (1) 

An augmented state equation, after introduction the 

internal input model and assumption, that load torque is 

omitted, it is in the following form: 
𝑑𝒙𝒊(𝑡)

𝑑𝑡
=𝑨𝑖xi(t)+Biui(t)+Fi𝜏i(t)             (2) 

Next quadratic cost function of state space model 

was determined based on the weighting matrices.  In order 

to design state feedback controller for augmented state-

space system (2), weighting matrices Q and R that 

minimizes the performance index 

J= ∫ (𝑋𝑖
𝑇(𝑡)𝑄𝑋𝑖(𝑡) + 𝑢𝑖

𝑇(𝑡)𝑹𝑢𝑖(𝑡))
𝑡

0
     (3) 

Have to be determined. In this paper, the most 

common approach based on trial-and-error procedure was 

used to determine weighting matrices. The following values 

have been chosen.  

Q=[

0.35 0 0 0
0 20 0 0
0 0 0.1 0
0 0 0 9000

], R=[
1 0
0 1

]         (4) 

Next   the problem solved by analytical methods ( 

Matlab lqr() function is used to find the solution of the 

Riccati equation and to obtain gain matrix of controller) [7]. 

Chebyshev  quadrature formula gives same behavior for 

control systems with discrete and continuous controllers [8].  

Finally the constraints of state feedback control determined 

from control law. The control law of the resulting state 

feedback controller is as follows: 

u(t)=  -Kcxxi(t)= -Kcxx(t)-Kcewew(t)      (5) 

where Kc = [Kcx Kcew] is gain matrix of appropriate 

dimension. In order to obtain gain matrix Kc, the symmetric 

positive definite solution of the Riccati equation have to be 

found. 

Discrete form of the control law (5) can be expressed by the 

following formula: 

u(n) = -Kdxi(n) = -Kdxx(n)-Kdewew(n)           (6) 

Kd=[𝑲𝑑𝑥   𝑲𝑑𝑒𝑤] 

Kd =[
𝑘𝑑𝑥1     𝑘𝑑𝑥2          
𝑘𝑑𝑥4 𝑘𝑑𝑥5

𝑘𝑑𝑥3 𝑘𝑑𝑒𝑤1

𝑘𝑑𝑥6 𝑘𝑑𝑒𝑤2
] 

A. Selected parameters of drive 

PN=628 W; IN=3A; TEN=1.05 Nm; ΩmN=366 Rad; P=3; 

Bm=1.1x10-3 Nms/rad; Jm=1x10-4 Nms/rad; Rs=0.85 Ω; Ls=4 

mH; Kt=0.35 Nm/A; Udc=190 V; Kp=95; fPWM=16 kHz; 

Ts=62.5 µs. 

Gain matrices of discrete SFC calculated for 

system (2) based on parameters given above and for penalty 

matrices (4) are as follows: 

Kdx = [
0.39 0 0

0 0.67 0.09
],  Kdew= [

0
14.1

]     (7)             

From (7) it can be concluded that: (1) there are no 

coupling between d-axis and q-axis (the second element in 

the first row and the first element in the second row are 

equal to zero), and speed control of PMSM is realized by q-

axis voltage only. 

IV. PMSM DRIVE WITH SFC 

 
Fig. 2: Block diagram of PMSM drive system by SFC with 

MPAC algorithm 

The proposed control system, speed control of 

PMSM by SFC with MPAC is shown in figure.2.  The 
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control strategy (control law) required for desired speed 

control provided by state feedback 

Controller with model predictive approach. Here 

An additional decoupling unit was introduced into control 

system in order to complement control signals uld and ulq by 

voltages umd and umq . By using this control strategy the 

future values of current and flux values are predicted. Based 

on this, boundary values of the control signals were 

calculated 

V. FUZZY LOGIC CONTROLLERS 

In FLC, basic control action is determined by a set of 

linguistic rules. These rules are determined by the system. 

Since the numerical variables are converted into linguistic 

variables, mathematical modeling of the system is not 

required in FC [4]. 

Fig. 3: Fuzzy logic controller 

Change in 

error 

Error 

NB NM NS Z PS PM PB 

NB PB PB PB PM PM PZ Z 

NM PB PB PM PM PS Z Z 

NS PB PM PS PS Z NM NB 

Z PB PM PS Z NS NM NB 

PS PM PS Z NS NM NB NB 

PM PS Z NS NM NM NB NB 

PB Z NS NM NM NB NB NB 

Table 1: Fuzzy Rules 

The FLC comprises of three parts: fuzzification, 

interference engine and defuzzification. The FC is 

characterized as 1.seven fuzzy sets for each input and 

output. 2.Triangular membership functions for simplicity. 

3.Fuzzification using continuous universe of discourse. 4. 

Implication using mamdani model. 5. Defuzzification 

A. Fuzzification 

Membership function values are assigned to the linguistic 

variables, using seven fuzzy subsets: NB (Negative Big), 

NM (Negative Medium), NS (Negative Small), ZE (Zero), 

PS (Positive Small), PM (Positive Medium), and PB 

(Positive Big). The Partition of fuzzy subsets and the shape 

of membership CE(k) & E(k) function adapt the shape up to 

appropriate system. The value of input error and change in 

error are normalized by an input scaling factor. 

In this system the input scaling factor has been 

designed such that input values are between -1 and +1. The 

triangular shape of the membership function of this 

arrangement presumes that for any particular E(k) input 

there is only one dominant fuzzy subset. The input error for 

the FLC is given as 

E(k) =  
Pph(k)−Pph(k−1)

Vph(k)−Vph(k−1)
                           (8) 

CE(k) = E(k) – E(k-1)                           (9) 

B. Inference Method 

Several composition methods such as Max–Min and Max-

Dot have been proposed in the literature. In this paper Min 

method is used. The output membership function of each 

rule is given by the minimum operator and maximum 

operator. Table 1 shows rule base of the FLC. 

C. Defuzzification 

As a plant usually requires a non-fuzzy value of control, a 

defuzzification stage is needed. To compute the output of 

the FLC, height method is used and the FLC output modifies 

the control output. In order to control this, they are sensed 

and compared with the reference values. To achieve this, the 

membership functions of FC are: error, change in error and 

output 

The set of FC rules are derived from 

𝜇=-[α E + (1-α)*C]                        (10) 

Where α is self-adjustable factor which can 

regulate the whole operation. E is the error of the system, C 

is the change in error and u is the control variable. A large 

value of error E indicates the actual speed of PMSM is 

taking more time to settle with reference speed. If the 

system taking more time to settle, the steady state error of 

the system increases. on the other hand ,small value of error 

E indicates that the  actual  speed of PMSM is taking less  

time to settle with reference speed. If the system taking less 

time to settle, the steady state error of the system decreases. 

So error should be minimum for better results. 

In this technique, fuzzy logic controller output is 

forwarded to SVM VSI, i.e. the fuzzy controller modifies 

the values of usd and usq to obtain a better performance than 

the method. 

  
Fig. 4: input error signal membership functions 

 
Fig. 5: change in error signal membership functions 
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Fig. 6: Output variable membership functions 

VI. P-I CONTROLLER 

P-I controller is mainly used to eliminate the steady state 

error resulting from P controller.  However, in terms of the 

speed of the response and overall stability of the system, it 

has a negative impact. This controller is mostly used in areas 

where speed of the system is not an issue. Since P-I 

controller[4]  has no ability to predict  the  future errors of 

the system  it  cannot  decrease  the  rise time  and  eliminate  

the  oscillations. If applied, any amount of I guarantees set 

point overshoot. 

VII. PMSM DRIVE WITH FUZZY PI CONTROLLER 

 
Fig. 7: block diagram of PMSM drive by fuzzy PI controller 

with MPAC algorithm 

The proposed system, speed control of PMSM  by fuzzy PI 

controller with MPAC algorithm is shown in figure.7.The 

control strategy (control law) required for desired speed 

control of PMSM, provided by fuzzy PI  controller with 

model predictive approach. Here an additional decoupling 

unit was introduced into control system in order to 

complement control signals uld and ulq by voltages umd and 

umq. By using this control strategy the future values of 

current and flux values are predicted. Based on this, 

boundary values of the control signals were calculated. 

Fuzzy PI controller gives the better results than state 

feedback controller. 

Fuzzy PI controller gives better results especially 

during start-up and speed reversal .when load torque 

imposed on PMSM shaft, the speed settling time during 

start-up and speed reversal decreases. An angular error 

caused by the step load is properly eliminated by proposed 

control strategy. Based on this the fuzzy controller with 

MPAC gives better results when compare to SFC with 

MPAC algorithm.  

VIII. SIMULATION RESULT 

(a) 

 
Fig. 8: 

(b) 

 
Fig. 9: 

(c) 

 
Fig. 10: 

(d) 

 
Fig. 11: 

(e) 

 
Fig. 12: 

(f) 

 
Fig. 13: 

Fig.8.a)The simulation response of the PMSM drive with 

fuzzy PI controller a) speed reference and feedback(SFC 

controller) b) speed reference and feedback c) load torque 

reference  d) q-axis and d-axis currents  e) phase currents f) 

d-q control voltages and q-axis constraints  
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IX. CONCLUSION 

In this paper constrained state feedback control algorithm 

for speed control of PMSM is presented. Model predictive 

approach has been used to a posterior introduce constraints 

into control system. The proposed solution is based on 

simple and accurate simulation model of the PMSM. 

Moreover, it was found that the most efficient load torque 

compensation and the less rapid changes of PMSM 

acceleration are obtained for SFC with MPAC.A relatively 

low computational complexity of the constrained state 

feedback control is the main advantage of the proposed 

algorithm.  Presented solution can be used in a motor control 

applications with short time required for execution of 

control algorithm. Obtained simulation results confirm the 

potential of proposed control scheme. 

The speed control of PMSM in this project done by 

two different control strategies one is based on state 

feedback controller and other fuzzy PI controller. Presented 

speed controller of PMSM by fuzzy PI controller shown 

better performance compared to speed control of PMSM by 

SFC with MPAC algorithm particularly during start-up and 

speed reversal. 
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